By now, about 3000 nuclides are known, which decay and pass into each other. Many of them can be obtained in nuclear reactors. The author offers a method for searching for the desired nuclides and a simple controlled method for obtaining artificial nuclides, such that in the chain of subsequent decays they contain an alpha decay. With alpha decay, a large amount of nuclear energy is generated that can easily be converted into electricity and reactive traction. This method is simple and safe, does not require large, expensive laser, magnetic installations, million temperatures, it can be used in small and medium engines for cars, airplanes, rockets, space vehicles and for unlimited energy on Earth.
which are radionuclides. Further radionuclides can be created from irradiation of the nuclear fuel (creating a range of actinides) and of the surrounding structures, yielding activation products. This complex mixture of radionuclides with different chemistries and radioactivity makes handling nuclear waste and dealing with nuclear fallout particularly problematic.
Synthetic radionuclides are deliberately synthesised using nuclear reactors, particle accelerators or radionuclide generators.
Radionuclides are used in two major ways: either for their radiation alone (irradiation, nuclear batteries) or for the combination of chemical properties and their radiation (tracers, biopharmaceuticals).
Theory of radionuclides.
Radioactive decay.
Radioactive decay is the process by which an unstable atomic nucleus loses energy (in terms of mass in its rest frame) by emitting radiation, such as an alpha particle, beta particle with neutrino or only a neutrino in the case of electron capture, or a gamma ray or electron in the case of internal conversion. A material containing such unstable nuclei is considered radioactive. Certain highly excited short-lived nuclear states can decay through neutron emission, or more rarely, proton emission.
Radioactive decay is a stochastic (i.e. random) process at the level of single atoms. Except for gamma decay or internal conversion from a nuclear excited state, the decay is a nuclear transmutation resulting in a daughter containing a different number of protons or neutrons (or both). When the number of protons changes, an atom of a different chemical element is created.
Alpha decay occurs when the nucleus ejects an alpha particle (helium nucleus). This is the most common process of emitting nucleons, but highly excited nuclei can eject single nucleons, or in the case of cluster decay, specific light nuclei of other elements. Beta decay occurs in two ways: (i) beta-minus decay, when the nucleus emits an electron and an antineutrino in a process that changes a neutron to a proton, or (ii) beta-plus decay, when the nucleus emits a positron and a neutrino in a process that changes a proton to a neutron.
Types of decay.
Early researchers found that an electric or magnetic field could split radioactive emissions into three types of beams. The rays were given the names alpha, beta, and gamma, in increasing order of their ability to penetrate matter. Alpha decay is observed only in heavier elements of atomic number 52 (tellurium) and greater, with the exception of beryllium-8 which decays to two alpha particles. The other two types of decay are produced by all of the elements. Lead, atomic number 82, is the heaviest element to have any isotopes stable (to the limit of measurement) to radioactive decay. Radioactive decay is seen in all isotopes of all elements of atomic number 83 (bismuth) or greater. Bismuth-209, however, is only very slightly radioactive, with a half-life greater than the age of the universe; radioisotopes with extremely long half-lives are considered effectively stable for practical purposes. Types of decay related to N and Z numbers.
Alpha-Decay.
The Soddy displacement rule for α-decay:
Here A is atom number, Example (alpha decay of uranium-238 into thorium-234):
(2) As a result of α-decay, the atom is displaced by 2 cells to the beginning of the periodic table (that is, the charge of the Z-nucleus decreases by 2), the mass number of the daughter nucleus decreases by 4. Beta (β -)-minus decay Becquerel proved that β-rays are an electron flow. Beta decay is a manifestation of weak interaction. Beta decay (more precisely, beta-minus decay, β-decay) is a radioactive decay accompanied by the emission of an electron from the nucleus and electron antineutrinos. Beta decay is an intranucleated process. Beta-minus decay occurs due to the transformation of one of the d-quarks in one of the neutrons of the nucleus into a u-quark; In this case, the neutron converts into a proton with the emission of an electron and antineutrinos: (3) Free neutrons also undergo beta decay, turning into a proton, an electron, and an antineutrino (see Beta decay of a neutron).
The Soddy displacement rule for β decay: Free neutrons also undergo beta decay, turning into a proton, an electron, and an antineutrino (see Beta decay of a neutron).
The Soddy displacement rule for β decay:
(4) Example: (β --decay of Tritium in Helium-3):
After β-decay, the element shifts by 1 cell to the end of the periodic table (the charge of the nucleus increases by one), while the mass number of the nucleus does not change.
Beta-plus (β + ) decay and electron capture. The Soddy displacement rule for β + decay and electron capture:
(6) Example (ε-electron capture of Beryllium-7 в Lithium-7):
Reactions alpha, beta-decay and electron capture produced many energy (up some MeV), but in in case beta-decay and electron capture (from lowest electron orbit of atom) the neutrino carries away this energy.
Electron bombardment of a nucleus usually converts a proton into a neutron. This means that the number of protons decreases by one, and the number of neutrons increases by one. In the Z-N coordinate system, the element is shifted by one to the left and up, and the mass number A remains unchanged.
(8)
Computing the total disintegration energy given by the equation:
Where mi is the initial mass of the nucleus, mf is the mass of the nucleus after particle emission, and mp is the mass of the emitted particle.
Half-life of radionuclides.
Half-life (symbol T1/2 or t1⁄2) is the time required for a quantity to reduce to half its initial value.
There are several formulations of the law, for example, in the form of a differential equation: (10) which means that the number of decays -dN, which occurred in a short time interval dt, is proportional to the number of N atoms in the sample.
The solution of this differential equation has the form:
(11) where N0 -initial number of atoms in initial time t = 0.
(12) (13) where τ = 1/λ is average (mean) life of particles.
Decay chain
In nuclear science, the decay chain refers to a series of radioactive decays of different radioactive decay products as a sequential series of transformations. It is also known as a "radioactive cascade". Most radioisotopes do not decay directly to a stable state, but rather undergo a series of decays until eventually a stable isotope is reached.
Decay stages are referred to by their relationship to previous or subsequent stages. A parent isotope is one that undergoes decay to form a daughter isotope. One example of this is uranium (atomic number 92) decaying into thorium (atomic number 90). The daughter isotope may be stable or it may decay to form a daughter isotope of its own. The daughter of a daughter isotope is sometimes called a granddaughter isotope.
The time it takes for a single parent atom to decay to an atom of its daughter isotope can vary widely, not only between different parent-daughter pairs, but also randomly between identical pairings of parent and daughter isotopes. The decay of each single atom occurs spontaneously, and the decay of an initial population of identical atoms over time t, follows a decaying exponential distribution, e −λt , where λ is called a decay constant. One of the properties of an isotope is its half-life, the time by which half of an initial number of identical parent radioisotopes have decayed to their daughters, which is inversely related to λ. Halflives have been determined in laboratories for many radioisotopes (or radionuclides). These can range from nearly instantaneous to as much as 10 19 years or more.
Example of natural Decay change (Thorium series):
Fig. 4. Thorium series.
The 4n chain of Th-232 is commonly called the "thorium series" or "thorium cascade". Beginning with naturally occurring thorium-232, this series includes the following elements: actinium, bismuth, lead, polonium, radium, radon and thallium. All are present, at least transiently, in any natural thorium-containing sample, whether metal, compound, or mineral. The series terminates with lead-208. The total energy released from thorium-232 to lead-208, including the energy lost to neutrinos, is 42.6 MeV. Base idea. Control Artificial Nucleosyntheses.
The modern theory of the universe says: after the Big Bang and the Great Synthesis, thousands of unstable isotopes with different periods of existence arose. Over the billions of years of the existence of the universe, their time of life has come to an end and almost two hundred isotopes, whose lifetime is longer than the time of existence of the universe (or a given planet), have practically remained. Some of the short-lived isotopes are formed in the hot subsurface of the stars or by the action of cosmic rays.
Using nuclear reactors, people have learned to create artificial radioactive isotopes, which are known to date about 3000. They can turn into each other and give off giant energy. Unfortunately, the lifetime (decay) of these isotopes is strictly prescribed and it is practically impossible to regulate it with modern technologies. This greatly limits their practical application. In addition, many of the artificial isotopes are expensive and there is a very short time. The author's task is to circumvent these obstacles. But not in order, as in ancient alchemy, to turn a certain matter into gold, but in order to solve the main problem of our time -to have an abundance of cheap energy.
Currently, the government and scientists are trying to solve the problem of energy using nuclear power by the Fission or Fusion methods. The Fission method has been implemented, dozens of powerful uranium nuclear power plants have been constructed, but their energy is not cheaper than fuel cells on natural fuel. In addition, they were very dangerous in the event of an accident. Over the Fusion method, scientists have been working for more than 60 years in all industrialized countries. Governments have spent hundreds of billions of US dollars, but there are no results and will not be recognized by scientists in the next 15-20 years. The essence of the author's idea: in the Fusion method, we connect two negatively charged nuclei, naming T + D (tritium and deuterium) to obtain energy. This task is very complicated. Both atoms are positively charged and repelled from each other. We heat the mixture to tens of millions of degrees and compress it to hundreds of thousands of atmospheres to make the reaction happen.
In the proposed method, negatively charged electrons bombard a positively charged nucleus and attract each other, acquiring an additional velocity (kinetic energy). In the event of an electron falling into the nucleus, we get a new isotope shifted in the isotope table to the cell to the left and up. In many cases, nuclear energy is released. But for us it is useless, for it immediately takes away from it. The neutrino has almost zero mass and therefore takes almost all energy. Neutrinos have a giant penetrating power and its energy cannot be used by modern technology. That's why scientists did not pay attention to the study of such a reaction. But a new isotope can have alpha-decay or become the beginning of a chain that has alpha decay in its composition (see Fig. 4 ). We can use alpha decay for direct conversion to electrical energy and reactive traction with a very high specific impulse. The ability (probability) to get into the nucleus (to cause the desired reaction) is characterized by the so-called cross section of the reaction. The author was unable to find experimental data on the cross section of electron-nuclides. The scientists of NIST USA could not help him either. They only indicated that this cross section cannot be less than the target area of the target nucleus. The fact that the reaction of the electron-nucleus of the nuclide exists no doubt, for the natural reactions of the electron-nucleus exist. Moreover, this is the only reaction of natural decay in nature, the probability of which depends on the temperature and pressure. This influence is small (about 1%), but the electron energy in the nearest orbit is small (about 10 eV). We can easily disperse the attacking electrons to tens and hundreds of thousands of eV. By regulating the number and energy of electrons, we can regulate the number of new nuclides that are obtained, and hence the amount of energy received.
But there are some technical limitations: we must start with an inexpensive nuclide that has half-time at least a month or more. Otherwise, the initial fuel will quickly deteriorate. Isotopes in the chain and obtained before the first desired isotope (alpha-decay or neutron) should have a small half-time (less 1 sec.). Otherwise, the engine (rocket) will react slowly to control, which in many cases is unacceptable. Note that we adjust not the probability of decay of the isotope λ, but the amount of the initial isotope participating in the reaction, i.e. coefficient N0 in the formula (10).
The method of searching for the desired nuclides.
The number of known and studied (in the sense of decay) isotopes to date is about 3,000. Many of them can decay simultaneously through many channels. Each isotope channel has its own probability percentage, its decay time and its decay energy. Therefore, the search for the desired decay chain is a laborious task (graph theory). The solution to this problem is possible on a computer (super-computer). Branches leading to a dead end (large half-time) should be cut off. The search ends when we get the right amount of energy (alpha process) or the desired element (or isotope with half-time satisfying us). The selected nuclear fuel chain must satisfy three conditions: 1) Fuel should be inexpensive.
2) The initial element of the chain must have sufficient disintegration time (for vehicles -a storage period of at least some days).
3) In the final element of the chain should quickly alpha decay (less than one second for vehicles). To find the right fuel, author suggests two methods: 1) Start from a sufficiently stable element and bombard it with electrons to move down the Aconstant chain in the hope that it will contain an element with a short alpha half-life. 2) Start from an element with a short alpha decay period and bombard it with electrons to move up the A-constant chain in the hope that it will have a fairly stable element.
If you have a source of slow (thermal) neutrons, then you can explore the side branches of this chain. You examine the series:
and select in it the starting element (initial nuclear fuel, that has need half-time which is the satisfaction of you). Here e means the bombing this element by electron.
The reader can find the initial data for selection, in particular, in [18] . Using the filter [18] you can get the list of nuclides A YZ having α-decay mode and the half-time less given value. You examine the series (14) and select in it the starting element (initial nuclear fuel, that has need half-time which is the satisfaction of you). Here e means the bombing this element by electron.
If you are selecting fuel for a transport engine, where the response time is important, then half-time of the isotopes between the initial and final isotope should in sum have a time of less than 1 second.
In the first method: you start with a stable or long-term isotope and by bombarding electrons, neutrons, it is possible to obtain an alpha-isotope with the right time.
Advantages of the proposed method.
The proposed method for obtaining nuclear energy (alpha decay) has huge advantages over the Fission and Fusion methods currently used: 1. It uses scanty amounts of nuclear fuel (a fraction of a milligram) and can be used on small and medium-sized engines (cars, airplanes, missiles) [1] [2] [3] . The engine can be switched on and off at any time. 2. It is safe. Destruction of the engine will not lead to contamination of the terrain. 3. It does not need huge and expensive reactors. The technology of production of the focused electron beam is well worked out (we recall the old volume TVs). 4. Compared to the Fusion method, the proposed method does not require giant laser or magnetic installations, in quasi-zero and millionth temperatures. 5. In principle, it allows you to immediately receive electrical energy and, in most cases, does not produce neutrons that make the materials radioactive (the beta radiation is delayed even by a sheet of paper and air). 5. In principle, it allows to obtain artificial elements.
Discussing
Mankind has long been dreaming of mastering unlimited energy. But such an opportunity arose when scientists discovered huge reserves of nuclear energy. Two methods of obtaining it are possible: the method of decay of large complex nuclei into simpler ones and the method of merging simple nuclei into more complex ones.
Scientists quickly developed and mastered the technology of decay (Fission) methods. But it turned out that it is complex, expensive, and most importantly very dangerous. Technology requires a large mass of radioactive matter, which in the event of an accident infects large areas.
The second method -the fusion of light nuclei, is being developed for more than 60 years. Governments spent tens of billions of dollars on it, but there is no result and it is not expected soon. In addition, estimates show that the cost of energy received by the current Fusion method will be much greater than the current energy prices. The author proposes a new method for obtaining nuclear energy. For a long time (~ 100 years) it is known that isotopes decay themselves with the release of energy. But we cannot in any way influence this natural disintegration. In addition, only recently with the advent of nuclear reactors, it became possible to obtain isotopes.
The author proposes to obtain isotopes by bombarding nuclei with electrons. The method of bombarding nuclei with nuclei or neutrons for the purpose of obtaining energy is known and developed long ago. But electron bombardment leads in most cases to beta decay, which does not give practical energy, and apparently nobody studied the bombardment of the nucleus by electrons. Apparently the choice of the initial nucleus can be obtained immediately by the nucleus subject to alpha decay or a chain of decays, which in the end contains a rapid alpha decay.
Essentially, another proposal is the management of disintegration. The author does not encroach on the law of independence of the rate of decay from the temperature and pressure of the environment (although in the case of beta decay such a dependence exists).
